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Abstract. The Sun is the light source driving atmospheric chemistry. The wavelengths dependent photon flux is controlled by solar emission modulated by absorption of atmospheric gases, aerosols and clouds. The factors determining the characteristics of this light source, its altitude, latitude and zenith angle dependence are discussed to explain the effectiveness of the Sun in driving chemical reactions. Examples of chemical reactions occurring on the excited and the ground electronic state potential energy surfaces of molecules and radicals are used to illustrate the complexity of atmospheric photochemistry. Specifically, the near ultraviolet (UV) photochemistry of chlorine dioxide is used to exemplify electronic state reactions occurring in the atmosphere. The near infrared (IR) photochemistry of nitric and sulfuric acids are discussed to illustrate reactions important in the atmosphere which occur with solar pumping of vibrational overtone transitions in the ground electronic state of these molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sunlight drives the chemistry of the Earth and determines its temperature and climate. Absorption of radiation by molecules leads to transitions to rotational, vibrational and electronic molecular states. The maximum flux of solar radiation is mostly in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) with a maximum flux in the visible [1]. Some of the incoming solar radiation which is not absorbed in the atmosphere by gases such as O₂, O₃, CO₂, H₂O or backscattered to space by aerosols and clouds is absorbed by and heats the Earth’s surface [2–4]. The radiation absorbed by the Earth is re-radiated and emitted as infrared (IR) radiation [5–7]. The outgoing IR is to some extent absorbed by atmospheric gases (“greenhouse gases”) [8], and scattered by aerosols and clouds [9, 10]. The balance of the incoming, high energy solar radiation and the outgoing terrestrial emission, both modulated by the Earth atmosphere, control the temperature and climate of the planet [1, 11, 12]. While interesting chemical issues and molecular processes are involved in radiative transfer [13–16], this review will focus on sunlight initiated chemical reactions in the Earth’s atmosphere.

Photochemical reactions generate highly reactive atmospheric free radicals [17, 18]. Free radical reactions have been known to be important in the transformation of atmospheric molecules, notably the oxidation of atmospheric pollutants [19, 20]. The connection between the fields of chemical kinetics of elementary gas-phase reactions, photochemistry and atmospheric science has been known for some time [2, 3, 21], yet only recently has the importance of condensed phase heterogeneous and multiphase reactions been acknowledged [22–24]. In this review, the discussion will center on gas phase atmospheric photochemistry.

The information necessary to understand atmospheric photochemistry comes from a combination of laboratory measurements of the molecular parameters (spectra and cross sections) and atmospheric field measurements of chromophore concentrations and of photon fluxes. Accurate field measurements of key atmospheric chemical constituents remains a challenge [13, 25–28]. Recent advances in atmospheric measurement techniques including those performed from the ground, and using airplane and satellite platforms have highlighted the need for missing or inaccurate molecular information and provided the impetus for further fundamental work [26, 27, 29–32]. Atmospheric measurements cannot access every variable of interest, therefore measurements have to be integrated with model assessments [33]. Model inputs include fundamental molecular parameters (cross sections and chemical and photochemical reaction rate coefficients) [34, 35] obtained in the laboratory as well as temperature, pressure and concentration measured in the field. Atmospheric modeling studies play a key role in integrating fundamental laboratory cross sections, field observations and the dynamics of the atmosphere [36, 37]. The atmospheric problem is extremely complex yet numerical model results, when compared with measurement, can guide laboratory and field studies.

The discussion in this paper will review the important characteristics of the Sun as a photolytic light source and will exemplify sunlight initiated reactions at high (excited electronic state reactions) and low (ground electronic state reactions) energies. The
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examples presented are primarily atmospheric chromophores studied in our research and illustrate excited electronic state reactivity with the example of chlorine dioxide (OCIO) [38–40] and the ground electronic state reactivity with the examples of nitric acid (HNO₃) [41, 42] and of sulfuric acid (H₂SO₄) [41, 43].

2. THE SUN: A PHOTOLYTIC LIGHT SOURCE

Sunlight is the driving force for reactions in the Earth atmosphere. Consequently, it is important to discuss the wavelengths, altitude and latitude dependence of solar radiation. The solar flux outside the earth’s atmosphere can be approximated by radiation coming from a black body at 5800 K. The average incoming light intensity per unit area normal to the direction of propagation of sunlight (the solar constant) is 1368 Wm⁻². The effective incoming solar radiation per unit area is 1368 Wm⁻² divided by 4 or 342 Wm⁻². Of this incoming radiation, about 67 Wm⁻² is absorbed by O₃, CO₂, H₂O, O₂ and by aerosols and clouds [44]. The effect of gaseous absorption of incoming solar radiation can be understood by comparing the wavelengths dependent solar flux outside the atmosphere with that at the surface [3, 21]. Absorption of radiation by atmospheric gases is dominated in the NIR by vibrational overtone absorptions by H₂O and CO₂ and in the UV by absorption by O₂ and O₃. These atmospheric absorbers impart a wavelengths dependence to the solar spectrum which is a strong function of altitude.

The ozone filtered, wavelengths dependence of actinic radiation is extremely important in promoting chemical reactions [45, 46]. Figure 1 sketches the overlap of the absorption spectrum of CH₃I [47] with the photochemically relevant UV radiation at two different altitudes. The overlap is minimal at ground level but significantly enhanced at high (80 km) altitude. The extremely small overlap between a molecule’s UV absorption “tail” and a vanishingly small UV photon flux is a common occurrence in the atmosphere, pointing to the need of understanding both molecular spectra and solar fluxes.

Absorptions of UV solar radiation by oxygen and ozone are important factors in determining the intensity and wavelengths distribution of light available for photochemical reactions at low altitudes, in the troposphere. The ground electronic state of O₂ (X³Σg⁻) is a triplet electronic state so only absorptions to triplet electronic states are spin allowed. Low lying states of O₂ are either symmetry or spin forbidden or both, resulting in weak absorptions in the NIR to the UV [48, 49]. The allowed transition in the UV causes the absorption at 130 nm to 200 nm (Schumann-Runge band) and is the main absorber of solar radiation at these wavelengths in the Earth’s atmosphere. The spectral region at wavelengths below 200 nm is known as the vacuum UV since in laboratory studies air containing O₂ has to be removed from the optical path in this region.

The strong UV absorption of ozone (Hartley band) at 200 nm to 300 nm filters radiation from the solar spectrum shielding the troposphere from high energy, damaging radiation [50]. The low energy edge of this absorption creates the “actinic cut off” in the troposphere at ~ 290 nm. Much weaker bands in the near UV (Huggins bands) and VIS (Chapuis bands) allow radiation in the near UV and visible to reach the Earth’s surface [51–54].

The electronic states of both O₂ and O₃ are photo reactive and this light induced chemistry in the upper and middle atmosphere leads to formation of a stratospheric ozone layer, controlling the UV radiation available for chemistry in the troposphere below. S. Chapman in 1930 [55] proposed a set of photochemical reactions leading to the concentration of ozone at 20 to 40 km altitude in the stratosphere.

\[
\begin{align*}
O₂ + hν & \rightarrow O + O \quad \lambda < 242 \text{ nm} \\
O + O + M & \rightarrow O₂ + M \\
O + O₂ + M & \rightarrow O₃ + M \\
O + O₃ & \rightarrow 2O₂ \\
O₃ + hν & \rightarrow O₂ + O
\end{align*}
\]

Atmospheric observations later showed that this photochemical mechanism while qualitatively correct, was predicting too much stratospheric O₃. The ensuing work amended this mechanism with the addition of catalytic ozone loss by atmospheric radicals such as NOx, HOx and Clx [56–62]. As a result of the extensive photochemical mechanisms of O₂ and O₃, the altitude and concentration of the ozone layer can be predicted with increasing accuracy and modeled to provide a sharp altitude dependent UV cut off of actinic solar radiation.

The concentration of atmospheric absorbers and scatterers of radiation and the path lengths through the atmosphere are important in determining the wavelengths distribution of sun light. These phenomena not only manifest themselves in the altitude dependence but also in the dependence on the angle of the Sun with a fixed point on Earth, which is determined by the time of day, latitude, season, etc. The angle of the sun relative to a fixed point on the surface of the earth defines the solar zenith angle (angle between the direction of the Sun light and the vertical at a given point). A zenith angle of zero (0°) corresponds to the sun overhead (noon) while a high zenith angle (90°) corresponds to the sun on the horizon, as should be the case at dusk, dawn and at the edge of a polar vortex. At high zenith angles the visible light persists to some degree but the UV is suppressed, leaving only low energy visible radiation for photochemical reactions.

This discussion points to special characteristics of the Sun as a photochemical light source providing
limited high energy UV radiation with a very sharp UV cut off at $\lambda < 290$ nm and with a strong altitude and solar zenith angle wavelengths dependence. The maximum of the wavelengths distribution of solar radiation is in any case in the visible rather than the ultraviolet, visible wavelengths not filtered to any appreciable degree by atmospheric absorbers.

3. ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOLYSIS RATES

Atmospheric chemists describe the rate of formation of photoproduct B from atmospheric species A as a first-order rate law, with a rate coefficient $J(s^{-1}) d[B]/dt = J[A]$.

The value of $J$ is given by a convolution of the photoabsorption cross section of A, the scaled photochemical quantum yield leading to product B, and the solar photon flux of available atmospheric radiation at the relevant altitude and zenith angle.

$$J = \int \sigma(\lambda) \phi(\lambda) I(\lambda) d\lambda$$

Here, $\sigma(\lambda)$ gives the absorption cross section of A at wavelength $\lambda$, $I(\lambda)$ represents the intensity of solar radiation (in photons cm$^{-2}$ nm$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) at $\lambda$, and $\phi(\lambda)$ gives the wavelength-dependent quantum yield for formation of B via photolysis. The integration is carried out over the absorption spectrum of the molecule A with the desired resolution. Calculation of atmospheric photolytic reaction rates therefore requires knowledge of the molecular quantities as a function of temperature and pressure to obtain the correct altitude dependence as well as the altitude and zenith angle dependence of the solar spectrum reaching the Earth. Representative results of calculations of $J$ values along with the necessary values of actinic photon flux as a function of altitude and zenith angle may be found in the text by Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts [3]. Especially at high solar zenith angles, the assumed concentration and vertical distribution of ozone and the assumed number density and scattering properties of aerosols can alter critically both the magnitude of the actinic flux and its wavelength dependence. Model calculations of $J$ values are greatly improved when observations of these quantities are available from satellite or airborne instruments. Better and more accurate measurements of molecular parameters in the laboratory and measurements of atmospheric abundance as a function of altitude and zenith angle are becoming available.

4. EXCITED ELECTRONIC STATE PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

Excitation of electronic molecular states at energies corresponding to the ultraviolet, induce chemical reaction by accessing and breaking covalent bonds [63, 64]. The discussion above briefly mentioned the excited electronic state chemistry of O$_2$ and O$_3$ and the importance of this photochemistry in atmospheric chemistry and climate. The challenge in the atmosphere, especially at lower altitudes, is the scarce flux of high energy actinic photons of wavelengths below 290 nm, which are absorbed at higher altitudes, in the stratosphere, by O$_3$ and O$_2$. Well studied examples of electronic state
chemistry of atmospheric chromophores [2–4] include O₂, O₃, NO₂, chloroflorocarbons (CFCs), NO₃ and others, important at different altitudes when appropriately energetic photons exist. Reactive radical species formed from these sun light initiated reactions go on to control atmospheric chemistry. For example, UV photolysis of ozone produces electronically excited oxygen atoms which react rapidly with water and methane to form hydroxyl radicals (OH).

\[ O₃ + h\nu \rightarrow O(¹D) + O₂(a¹Δg) \]

\[ O(¹D) + H₂O \rightarrow OH \]

The OH radical, while only found in very low concentrations is the main oxidant expected to “clean” the atmosphere of pollutants.

The remainder of the discussion of photochemistry on excited electronic states will focus on the example of chlorine dioxide (OClO), studied in several laboratories including our own [38–40] at the University of Colorado. This example illustrates a complex fundamental photochemical problem as the reaction evolves on multiple coupled potential energy surfaces [65] and leads to different product channels at different excitation energies and in different environments [40, 66].

Excitation of the symmetric isomer of chlorine dioxide in the near UV promotes a transition to an electronically excited state (²B₁ → ²A₂) with an intense and structured spectrum (see Figure 3). Long vibrational progressions are seen in this electronic spectrum including progressions in ν₁, the symmetric stretch and combinations with ν₂ the bending mode and even quanta of the asymmetric stretch 2ν₃ which are symmetry allowed. This electronic spectrum was obtained at low temperatures and high resolution using supersonic jet expansions and Fourier-Transform UV spectroscopy and analyzed to obtain information both about the excited state structure and its chemical dynamics [38, 39, 67]. In these experiments the natural linewidths suggested that the initially excited state (²A₂) couples to two others (²A₁ and ²B₂). The small coupling elements between these states allowed for a well resolved electronic spectrum which yielded both structural and dynamical information. The spectrum in Figure 2 shows vibrational structure with state lifetimes of 20 ps to 200 fs, independent of rotational level but with a strong dependence on the vibrational state. The photochemistry gleaned from this work showed that in gas phase, the asymmetric stretch is responsible for OClO dissociation to give ClO and O and also, that combinations of the bending motion with stretching can lead to Cl and O₂ with the possible involvement of the chlorine dioxide asymmetric, reactive isomer ClOO. The energy level diagram summarizing the states involved in the near UV photochemistry of chlorine dioxide is illustrated in Figure 3. Time resolved gas phase studies have been performed to give photochemical reaction rates for these gas phase processes [68].

\[ OClO \rightarrow ClO(²Πv) + O \]
\[ OClO \rightarrow Cl + O₂(³Σ⁻, ¹Δg, ¹Σ⁺) \]

The spectroscopic work was validated and expanded by product studies showing all possible products from both pathways with relative quantum yields as a function of excitation energy [69–71]. Excitation of the asymmetric stretch [71] was seen to enhance production of ClO over that of Cl while excitation of bending modes [70] was measured to enhance O₂ production. The experimental work was strongly complemented and expanded by elegant theoretical calculations [65, 72].

The partitioning between all possible product channels is a strong function of the molecule’s environment [40, 73–77]. For example, the major gas phase channel leads to ClO production while in condensed phase reaction to Cl and O₂ becomes important and increases as the temperature is lowered. The condensed phase photochemistry of OClO has been investigated in elegant time resolved and energy resolved studies making this chromophore an effective probe of the environment [66, 73, 74, 78]. The chlorine dioxide chemistry underscores the complexity of the dynamics which arise from reactions on coupled potential energy surfaces and which require sophisticated experimental and theoretical tools.

Chlorine dioxide is generated in the stratosphere primarily by reaction of ClO with BrO which themselves are formed when Cl or Br reacts with O₂. Its concentration is greatly enhanced by the polluted polar stratosphere when heterogeneous chemistry gives rise to catalytically effective Cl and Br radicals [23, 79, 80]. The near UV spectrum described here has been used in Antarctica as a measure of stratospheric chlorine [81]. The asymmetric isomer, ClOO has been shown to be involved in catalytic ozone loss but the situation is more complex in the case of the symmetric isomer. The dominant gas phase photochemical pathway generates ClO and O which can react with O₂ and regenerate O₃. This mechanism has no effect on ozone. By contrast, the reaction giving Cl and O₂, to the extent and at energies where it occurs, results in net catalytic ozone loss [82]. The condensed phase photochemistry leads to ozone depletion. However, measurements of the sticking coefficient of OCIO on ice at stratospheric temperatures gave low values for this parameter making such condensed phase photoreaction unimportant in the stratosphere [83, 84].

5. GROUND ELECTRONIC STATE PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

The maximum solar flux available is in the visible red, resulting in readily available near IR and visible
radiation ($\lambda > 400$ nm). However, excitation energies corresponding to these wavelengths are below the bond dissociation energy of most covalent bonds. Very few atmospheric chromophores are able to undergo electronic state reactions, notable exceptions being O$_3$ and NO$_3$. The present discussion will focus on chemistry in the near IR and visible ($\nu \sim 4,000$ cm$^{-1}$ to 20,000 cm$^{-1}$) initiated by solar radiation through absorption of energy by vibrational overtone transitions of atmospheric chromophores [41].

Vibrational transitions have much lower cross sections than electronic states by several orders of magnitude [85, 86]. The idealized model for a molecule of a harmonic oscillator would carry no intensity in vibrational overtone transitions. However, real molecules are best described by anharmonic potentials, situation
where the $\Delta v \pm 1$ selection rule is not strictly obeyed. Consequently, in such real molecules, one can access relatively high overtones with some intensity [85, 87]. Furthermore, if the molecule contains high frequency HX (X = C, O or N) oscillators, significant excitation energies can be deposited in the ground electronic state [42, 88–93]. The examples studied by our group [41–43, 94–96] and described below are atmospheric chromophores containing OH (HNO$_3$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ along with organic acids and alcohols) where excitation is performed via the OH stretching vibration [41, 43, 97]. The example of HNO$_3$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ will be outlined.

As mentioned above, electronic cross sections are much larger than vibrational overtone cross sections. Consequently, ground electronic state photochemistry can only be important when the excited electronic state cannot be accessed by solar radiation. It is well known that vibrational excitation to high energy may initiate chemical reactions [90] with elegant studies of the specific excitation of high energy vibrational levels of H-X stretching having been performed [86–90]. This circumstance is chemically important when the molecule has a low energy threshold for reaction and the UV electronic states are inaccessible at the altitude and at the zenith angle where photochemistry is important. Figure 4 illustrates the small overlap of the electronic spectrum of HNO$_3$ with solar flux at two different zenith angles. The overlap is small in both cases, with the high zenith angle case illustrating the very limited probability for electronic state reaction. This is the case for all HNO$_x$ atmospheric photochemistry [98-100].

Photochemistry relevant in the atmosphere and induced by solar pumping of OH stretching vibrational overtones has recently been described with the example of HNO$_3$ and HNO$_4$. The energetics of HNO$_3$ allow energy to be deposited in the molecule by overtone pumping of the thermally populated rotational states of $\nu = 5$ level (16,165 cm$^{-1}$) and higher energy overtones and combinations [101–103]. The energy thus deposited in the molecule is sufficient for dissociation since the zero degree bond dissociation energy, $D_0$ of the HO-NO$_2$ bond lies at 16740 cm$^{-1}$. Following excitation of the localized OH stretching vibration, rapid intramolecular energy redistribution (IVR) takes place enabled by kinetic and potential couplings amongst the internal motions of the molecule. IVR redistributes energy from the OH stretch to the O-N bond which breaks to give NO$_2$ and OH with a strong temperature dependence [41, 94, 104, 105]. In the example of HNO$_4$, the total overtone contribution to the dissociation rate is $10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ about the same at low zenith angles as the UV photolysis rate [106, 107].

Alternative reaction pathways may exist in both cases with HNO$_3$ isomerization to HOONO and dissociation of HNO$_4$ to HONO and O$_2$($^3\Delta$) being strong possibilities [108]. Theoretical and experimental work in progress in several groups are investigating this vibrational overtone chemistry on the ground electronic potential energy surface [109].

Interest in this chemistry arose from atmospheric measurements of anomalously high OH production at high zenith angle (dusk, dawn and at the edge of the polar vortex) [95, 110–112]. At the time of the measurements, atmospheric models accounted for OH production solely by UV photolysis of ozone giving O($^1\Delta$) and further reaction of this highly reactive oxygen atom with H$_2$O and CH$_4$ to give OH. The problem was that the UV radiation necessary for this chemistry was not available at high zenith angles. Field measurements observed a spike of OH at dusk, dawn and at the edge of the polar vortex correlated with visible radiation but occurring with highly diminished UV. Solar pumping of OH vibrational overtones of HNO$_3$, HNO$_4$, and H$_2$O$_2$ could account for some of this effect [95, 106]. As a result of recent laboratory studies, it is now known that HNO$_3$ overtone pumping at high zenith angles contributes 10 to 20% to the J value while this process in HNO$_4$ contributes 20% of the maximum J value (which occurs at noon at a zenith angle of zero) [41]. Results of recent field measurements such as the 1997 POLARIS mission can be brought into agreement with model results of HO$_x$ production when the recent laboratory cross sections for HNO$_x$ ground electronic state photolysis are included.

Sulfuric acid, H$_2$SO$_4$, is of significance in the atmosphere as a nucleating agent for aerosols and clouds at all altitudes, influencing greatly the Earth’s temperature, climate and chemistry [113, 114]. Photochemistry of H$_2$SO$_4$ had been postulated by atmospheric models [115, 116] to explain the formation of the springtime aerosol layer [117–119] and the vertical SO$_2$ concentration profiles [120]. The estimated UV cross sections used by atmospheric models were unrealistic analogues to the cross section of HCl and were recently proven to be erroneous. Sulfuric acid’s electronic states have as yet not been observed, but are calculated to be extremely high in energy [96, 121, 122], outside the solar spectrum and therefore not important in the atmosphere. Solar pumping of the ground electronic state vibrational overtones of the OH stretch is possible [96]. However, this process, unlike the example of HNO$_x$, does not provide sufficient energy to break the S-O bond as the high bond dissociation energy would require at least the 9th overtone to be excited. The cross section for such high overtones is negligible. Interestingly, at
low energy requiring only excitation of the 4th and 5th overtone in H$_2$SO$_4$ one can access the threshold for the concerted dehydration reaction \[43\]:

$$\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \longrightarrow \text{SO}_3 + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$

This reaction is greatly aided (catalyzed) by the presence of additional molecules of water. The reverse reaction has been studied by both experiment \([123–125]\) and theory \([126–128]\) and the important role of H$_2$O in promoting H$_2$SO$_4$ formation had been discussed \([126, 127]\). The ground state photochemistry of H$_2$SO$_4$ gives an estimate for the J value of $3 \times 10^{-8}$ s$^{-1}$, sufficient to explain the atmospheric spring sulfate layer \([117, 119]\) and the vertical SO$_2$ concentration profile \([43, 120]\).

There are several further examples of photochemistry by solar pumping of vibrational overtones which could lead to ground electronic state photoreaction and play a role in atmospheric chemistry \([129–133]\). A notable example is the decarboxylation of some organic acids \([41, 134, 135]\). These reactions, like the example of H$_2$SO$_4$ above occur by a concerted mechanism efficiently catalyzed by water. Organic acids have photoreactive excited electronic states at wavelengths filtered by stratospheric ozone, consequently in the lower atmosphere ground electronic state reactions rather than excited electronic state chemistry is important.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

The driving force for reactions in the atmosphere is provided by the Sun. Solar radiation can be described as equivalent to the emission of a blackbody at 5800 K, filtered by absorptions by atmospheric gases, aerosols and clouds. The result is a strong altitude, latitude and zenith angle dependence of the available radiation.

Most photochemical reactions require UV light as the energy of UV photons is sufficient to break covalent bonds. In the atmosphere, many important photochemical reactions occur in excited electronic states, especially at high altitude, above the ozone layer. Important examples of electronic state reactions in the atmosphere are the high altitude photolysis of O$_2$, O$_3$, chlorofluorocarbons, etc. In this paper, the example of OCIO \([40, 129]\) with photoreration involving several coupled potential energy surfaces is described to illustrate the complexity of atmospheric photoreactions.

While UV light is filtered in the mesosphere and stratosphere by O$_2$ and O$_3$, visible and near IR radiation is available even at low altitude. Examples of ground electronic state reactions occurring by solar pumping of OH stretching vibrational overtones have been discussed above and shown to be important in the atmosphere in circumstances where UV photochemistry is inefficient. This was the case presented for the OH
stretching pumped reactions of inorganic and organic acids [41, 43] important in the atmosphere.

This review focused on gas phase photochemical reactions induced in the atmosphere by solar radiation. Interesting possibilities for both excited and ground state photochemistry in complex environments (molecular and radical complexes, condensed phases, at interfaces) have been proposed [40, 129–133] and are currently under investigation. Heterogeneous reactions are known to be important in the atmosphere yet few examples of heterogeneous photochemical reactions have been studied. In the atmosphere water and aqueous environments are important. Consequently the chemistry of hydrates, water catalyzed reactions, reactions in aqueous solutions, snow and ice and at water interfaces are targeted for future study.
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